
Alternative Roof Solutions 
 

are specialists in low cost, energy efficient conservatory roof replacement,
giving you back your perfect living space, regardless of the weather.



Is your conservatory too cold in the 
winter, too hot in the summer and 

too noisy when it rains? 
 

At Alternative Roof Solutions we replace your 
polycarbonate or glass conservatory roof with 

a modern, solid conservatory roof.  
 

It will allow you to use your conservatory all 
year round, due to the layers of insulation 

fitted within the roof, your conservatory will 
stay cooler in the summer and warmer in the 

winter, it will also stop the noise from rain.
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Transform your conservatory 
into a room you can use all year 

round  

Is your conservatory a wasted space that 
you can only enjoy a few days of the year? 
Or have you completely stopped using it 

for anything other than storage. 
 

By replacing your conservatory roof with a 
solid conservatory roof, not only will it be 

usable all year round, it will greatly  
improve the look, turning your mostly  

unusable conservatory into a room that 
you can enjoy and be proud of.

Replacement Conservatory Roofs by 

Alternative Roof Solutions
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Energy efficient conservatories 
 

The installation that we install within our 
bespoke timber framed conservatory roof 

system reduces the level of heat  
transference. What this means is that the 

heat stays in your conservatory in the 
winter but in the summer, it keeps the heat 

out.  
 

Also the lightweight tiles that we use also 
means that there is no noise from the rain 

and no glare from the sun, meanly that you 
will have a comfortable conservatory to 

enjoy all year round, not matter what the 
British weather throws at it. 
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Our skilled tradesmen completely remove your old conservatory roof and build a bespoke timber braced roof, 
they install two layers of insulation within the roof construction, we install insulated plasterboard internally to 

give three layers of insulation. 
 

Achieving a uValue of  0.15
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Have your conservatory  
windows and doors seen better 

days? 

We’re also on hand to replace them with 
brand new ones. All of our uPVC windows 
and doors are available in a wide range of 

colours meaning you can completely  
transform your conservatory from an 

unusable room into a beautiful extension 
to your home.  

 

Building Regulations Certificate 
issued on completion of build.

When Alternative Roof Solutions replace a 
conservatory roof, we take as much pride 
in the internal finish as we do the external 
finish. All our solid conservatory roofs are 

finished with plasterboard and skimmed to 
a beautiful finish, we will also fit either LED 

down lights or your choice of light fittings to 
complement the look.  

 
We can also fit a beautiful lighting pelmet to 
give that modern look. We can also fit Velux 
windows into your solid conservatory roof.  

 
All conservatory roof  

replacements come with a 10 year  
insurance backed guarantee.

Stunning interior conservatory space  
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Solid Conservatory Roof Benefits

Added value to your home. 
 

By installing a solid roof to your  
conservatory, this will add value to your 
home, as it more like a home extension 

than a conservatory. 
 

Along with the many benefits of replacing 
your conservatory roof we are also able to 
replace your windows and doors with new 
energy efficient uPVC windows and doors. 

The internal conservatory ceiling is finished 
to a high standard, giving you an elegant 

finish to your new room. 
 

Our skilled tradesmen will replace your 
conservatory roof in most cases within one 
week, to reduce the disruption to you and 

your home.

Polycarbonate conservatory roofs have 
very poor insulation, especially if they 

are quite old. Which is why they are very 
difficult to keep warm in the winter and 
unbearable to use in the summer. Even 

glass conservatory roofs, which can have 
better insulation can get unbearably hot 

and difficult to keep warm. 
 

Fitting one of our solid conservatory roofs 
with its three layers of insulation, means 
that in the winter, you will reduce your 

heating bills as the heat will be retained 
within your conservatory rather than 
escaping through the roof. Then in the 

summer the tiled conservatory roof will 
prevent the heat from the sun penetrating 
your conservatory, making it comfortable 

to use.
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Conservatory too noisy? 
Due to the timber framed construction of our 
replacement conservatory roofs and the tiles 

that we use, you will be able to use your  
conservatory no matter what the weather.

Too much sun glare?  
The glare through the roof of your conservato-

ry can make it impossible to see the television 
screen or computer screen. 

 
Solid conservatory roof = no sun glare from the 

conservatory roof. 

Sun bleached conservatory furniture? 
With a solid conservatory roof, as the sun  

cannot penetrate the conservatory roof, it will 
help protect the furniture in your conservatory 

from bleaching. 

Lower maintenance costs  
Unlike polycarbonate or glass conservatory 

roofs, a tiled conservatory roof does not need 
to be regularly cleaned for it to remain looking 

as good as when it was fitted. 

A conservatory you can use all year 
round. 

Replacing the conservatory roof with one of 
our lightweight solid conservatory roofs, allows 
them to use their conservatory all year round in 

comfort. 

Energy Efficiency  
A solid conservatory roof has a lower U value 
than a conservatory with a polycarbonate or 
glass roof. Which means that you will reduce 

your heating costs to maintain a pleasant  
temperature in your conservatory
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Contact Alternative Roof Solutions


